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Pressure Independent Balancing & Control Valve

Frese Dynamic Valves

www.frese.eu - just a click away

Frese home page is regularly updated with the latest new products. Here 
you are able to retrieve technical specifications, product images, reference 
projects and much more. From our home page you are able to download 
pdf files of our product range .

Frese Product Ranges 
Heating and cooling products. Our automatic balancing valves are 
specifically designed to ensure the hydraulic balance in any heating/
cooling circuit. Being easy to install and operate, the commissioning time 
is minimized and the system runs smoothly at all times providing comfort, 
savings and long-life performance.  

Domestic water products. Our thermostatic valves are specifically  
designed to control any domestic hot water system. By adjusting the  
temperature of the circulating water, they provide a high degree of  
comfort whilst protecting the system from bacteria and minimising  
operation and energy costs.

Frese balances HVAC systems efficiently all around the world. From cooling 
systems in the Middle East to heating systems in Scandinavia, Frese’s 
products transform state of the art technology into every day solutions.
For more information visit www.frese.eu

The innovative design of Frese Optima 
introduces an intelligent control valve that 
adjusts automatically to the preset flow in 
order to provide full modulating control. 
When the installer presets the valve accor-
ding to the maximum designed flow, the 
stroke of the control valve remains the same 
thus providing 100% modulating control. 
In practical terms, Frese Optima ensures 
that there isn’t any overflow and that below 
the design flow the actuator has absolute 
authority.

Furthermore, Frese Optima combines all 
those features that are necessary to ease the 
work of designers and installers: flushing is 
possible due to the cartridge solution se-
lected for the dynamic balancing part of the 
valve; the wide (up to 400kPa) differential 
pressure range meets the requirements of 
most applications; the compact design and 
the user-friendly presetting unit guarantee 
easy installation and commissioning. 

Frese balances efficiently HVAC systems all 
around the world. From cooling systems in 
the Middle East to heating systems in Scan-
dinavia, Frese’s products transform state of 
the art technology into every day solutions.

·Max diff. pressure: 400 kPa

·Temperature: 0 to 120°C

·Dimensions: DN15-DN32

·Material: DZR brass

·Static pressure: PN25

·For cooling and heating

Danish production Female/female threaded Simple scale

Full stroke modulation & automatic balancing:
The new generation of combination valves 

is now introduced. 

Frese Optima is designed to combine automatic balancing and absolute modulating 
control regardless the preset flow.
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Frese OPTIMA

At the heart of flow controlIn the last 25 years Frese A/S has been a pioneer in the field of dynamic balancing.  
Our products are sold all over the world and known for their energy saving ability.

Frese supplies 
3,000 valves  
for luxury living 
in London’s 
docklands  
 
Pan Peninsula is one of Europe’s highest  
apartment buildings and comprises two, 50 and 
40 storey, interlinked towers. The towers are 
located next to Canary Wharf in London’s 
dockland setting up a new standard in european 
luxury living. The construction includes business 
centre and retail, restaurants, health, fitness
suite and spa, cinema and 762 luxurious 
appartments.

Frese supplied more than 3,000 Optima 
pressure independent balancing & control valves 
to modulate flow through fan coils at Pan 
Peninsula. The Frese Optima is mounted directly 
to each fan coil unit and regulates ΔP, limits 
design flow and provides modulating 2-port 
control with total authority.

In a world of Flow Control

www.frese.eu

Frese OPTIMA

For further 
information:
www.frese.eu

A study conducted by Frese in Denmark demonstrated a saving of 76% 
of electrical energy consumption using a variable speed pump with a 
Frese OPTIMA PIBCV, relative to the same system fitted with a constant 
speed pump and manual balancing valves. Furthermore return water 
temperatures were guaranteed as the system remained 
dynamically balanced at all load conditions.

On top of the dramatic savings in pump electrical energy consumption, 
the effect of maximising ΔT improves efficiency of the chillers. It is also 
very important to maintain a high ΔT in efficient heating systems in 
order for boilers to work in condensing mode.

In a cooling system, the cost to operate the chillers can typically account 
for as much 40% of the energy use, but their efficient operation is often 
impaired due to elevated return temperatures caused by overflows in 
variable systems or blending of supply and return water. 

In a heating system the heat losses from lengthy return pipe work can 
be minimised if the return temperature is maintained as low as possible. 
Pressure independent balancing & control valves maintain system 
design ΔT at all load conditions.
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Application & Benefits 

Frese OPTIMA pressure independent balancing & control 
valve (PIBCV) is used in heating and cooling systems in 
applications with Fan Coil Units, Air Handling Units or other 
terminal unit applications. 

Frese OPTIMA provides modulating control with full 
authority regardless of any fluctuations in the differential 
pressure of the system. 

Frese OPTIMA combines an externally adjustable  
automatic balancing valve, a differential pressure control 
valve and a full authority modulating control valve. 

Frese OPTIMA makes it simple to achieve 100% control of 
the water flow in the building, while creating high comfort 
and energy savings at the same time. An additional benefit 
is that no balancing is required if further stages are added 
to the system, or if the dimensioned capacity is changed.

Features 

· The presetting function has no impact on the stroke; Full stroke modulation at all times,  
 regardless the preset flow.

· The constant differential pressure across the modulating control component guarantees  
 100% authority.

· Dynamic balancing eliminates overflows, regardless of fluctuating pressure conditions  
 in the system.

· Flushing through the valve is possible due to the removable DP cartridge feature

· Electrical actuator 0-10 V and 3 point control, normally closed

· Differential pressure operating range up to 400 kPa

· High flows with minimal required differential pressure due to advanced design of the valve 

· More accurate control due to long 5.5 mm stroke

· Higher presetting precision due to stepless analogue scale

Technical data 
· Max differential pressure: 400 kPa

· Temperature: 0 to 120°C

· Dimensions: DN15-DN50

· Material: DZR brass

· Static pressure: PN25

· For cooling and heating

The innovative design of Frese OPTIMA  
introduces an intelligent control valve that  
adjusts automatically to the preset flow in order 
to provide full modulating control. When the 
installer presets the valve according to the  
maximum designed flow, the stroke of the 
control valve remains the same thus providing 
100% modulating control. In practical terms, 
Frese OPTIMA ensures that there is no overflow 
and that below the design flow the actuator has 
absolute authority. 

Furthermore, Frese OPTIMA combines all those 
features that are necessary to ease the work of 
designers and installers: flushing is possible due 
to the cartridge solution selected for the dynamic
balancing part of the valve; the wide (up to 
400kPa) differential pressure range meets the 
requirements of most applications; the compact 
design and the user-friendly presetting unit 
guarantee easy installation and commissioning. 
Frese balances HVAC systems efficiently all 
around the world. From cooling systems in the 
Middle East to heating systems in Scandinavia, 
Frese’s products transform state of the art 
technology into every day solutions.

Frese at the heart 
of flow control

Frese OPTIMA

Pressure  
Independent 
Balancing & 
Control Valve

Frese Swww.frese.eu

Valve design
The Frese OPTIMA has a 
compact design that provides 
high levels of performance. 
The main components of the 
valve are:

Frese OPTIMA
Frese makes valve selection easy. Simply determine the flow rate of the 
coil, or load of the system, select the pipe size, and make the selection. Our 
charts make calculating minimum differential pressure a breeze. Whether 
you’re at the minimum differential pressure required, or at maximum, you 
will be within +/- 5% of the flow that the valve is set for.

Easy Valve  
Selection 

Electrical actuator

Presetting scale

Modulating control 
component

P/T plugs 
(optional)

Pressure control cartridge

Dynamic balancing

Application Diagram

Indirect Heating
Application Diagram

Air Conditioning
Frese OPTIMA controlling the inlet temperature on the 
secondary side in an indirect system with a heat exhanger. 
Design flow from supplier can be controlled directly by 
OPTIMA setting.

Frese OPTIMA modulating control on a Fan Coil System. 
The pump can be controlled by an end point sensor as a 
consequence of Frese OPTIMA being a Pressure Independent 
Balancing & Control Valve

Excellent modulation, max flow 
setting and full authority without 
influence from external supplier.

www.frese.eu

· Max differential pressure: 400 kPa

· Temperature: 0 to 120oC

· Dimensions: DN15-DN50

· Material: DZR brass

· Static pressure: PN25

· For cooling and heating
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Flow l/s

Flow gpm

0.278 0.556 0.833 1.111 1.389 1.667 1.944 2.222 2.500

4.40 8.80 13.21 17.61 22.01 26.41 30.82 35.22 39.62

Excellent comfort and energy 
savings provided by 
modulating control and end 
point control of the pump
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automatic balancing valve, a differential pressure control 
valve and a full authority modulating control valve. 

Frese OPTIMA makes it simple to achieve 100% control of 
the water flow in the building, while creating high comfort 
and energy savings at the same time. An additional benefit 
is that no balancing is required if further stages are added 
to the system, or if the dimensioned capacity is changed.

Features 

· The presetting function has no impact on the stroke; Full stroke modulation at all times,  
 regardless the preset flow.

· The constant differential pressure across the modulating control component guarantees  
 100% authority.

· Dynamic balancing eliminates overflows, regardless of fluctuating pressure conditions  
 in the system.

· Flushing through the valve is possible due to the removable DP cartridge feature

· Electrical actuator 0-10 V and 3 point control, normally closed

· Differential pressure operating range up to 400 kPa

· High flows with minimal required differential pressure due to advanced design of the valve 

· More accurate control due to long 5.5 mm stroke

· Higher presetting precision due to stepless analogue scale

Technical data 
· Max differential pressure: 400 kPa

· Temperature: 0 to 120°C

· Dimensions: DN15-DN50

· Material: DZR brass

· Static pressure: PN25

· For cooling and heating

The innovative design of Frese OPTIMA  
introduces an intelligent control valve that  
adjusts automatically to the preset flow in order 
to provide full modulating control. When the 
installer presets the valve according to the  
maximum designed flow, the stroke of the 
control valve remains the same thus providing 
100% modulating control. In practical terms, 
Frese OPTIMA ensures that there is no overflow 
and that below the design flow the actuator has 
absolute authority. 

Furthermore, Frese OPTIMA combines all those 
features that are necessary to ease the work of 
designers and installers: flushing is possible due 
to the cartridge solution selected for the dynamic
balancing part of the valve; the wide (up to 
400kPa) differential pressure range meets the 
requirements of most applications; the compact 
design and the user-friendly presetting unit 
guarantee easy installation and commissioning. 
Frese balances HVAC systems efficiently all 
around the world. From cooling systems in the 
Middle East to heating systems in Scandinavia, 
Frese’s products transform state of the art 
technology into every day solutions.

Frese at the heart 
of flow control
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Pressure  
Independent 
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Control Valve
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Valve design
The Frese OPTIMA has a 
compact design that provides 
high levels of performance. 
The main components of the 
valve are:

Frese OPTIMA
Frese makes valve selection easy. Simply determine the flow rate of the 
coil, or load of the system, select the pipe size, and make the selection. Our 
charts make calculating minimum differential pressure a breeze. Whether 
you’re at the minimum differential pressure required, or at maximum, you 
will be within +/- 5% of the flow that the valve is set for.

Easy Valve  
Selection 

Electrical actuator

Presetting scale

Modulating control 
component

P/T plugs 
(optional)

Pressure control cartridge

Dynamic balancing

Application Diagram

Indirect Heating
Application Diagram

Air Conditioning
Frese OPTIMA controlling the inlet temperature on the 
secondary side in an indirect system with a heat exhanger. 
Design flow from supplier can be controlled directly by 
OPTIMA setting.

Frese OPTIMA modulating control on a Fan Coil System. 
The pump can be controlled by an end point sensor as a 
consequence of Frese OPTIMA being a Pressure Independent 
Balancing & Control Valve

Excellent modulation, max flow 
setting and full authority without 
influence from external supplier.
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· Max differential pressure: 400 kPa

· Temperature: 0 to 120oC

· Dimensions: DN15-DN50

· Material: DZR brass

· Static pressure: PN25

· For cooling and heating
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4.40 8.80 13.21 17.61 22.01 26.41 30.82 35.22 39.62

Excellent comfort and energy 
savings provided by 
modulating control and end 
point control of the pump
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At the heart of flow controlIn the last 25 years Frese A/S has been a pioneer in the field of dynamic balancing.  
Our products are sold all over the world and known for their energy saving ability.

Frese supplies 
3,000 valves  
for luxury living 
in London’s 
docklands  
 
Pan Peninsula is one of Europe’s highest  
apartment buildings and comprises two, 50 and 
40 storey, interlinked towers. The towers are 
located next to Canary Wharf in London’s 
dockland setting up a new standard in european 
luxury living. The construction includes business 
centre and retail, restaurants, health, fitness
suite and spa, cinema and 762 luxurious 
appartments.

Frese supplied more than 3,000 Optima 
pressure independent balancing & control valves 
to modulate flow through fan coils at Pan 
Peninsula. The Frese Optima is mounted directly 
to each fan coil unit and regulates ΔP, limits 
design flow and provides modulating 2-port 
control with total authority.

In a world of Flow Control

www.frese.eu

Frese OPTIMA

For further 
information:
www.frese.eu

A study conducted by Frese in Denmark demonstrated a saving of 76% 
of electrical energy consumption using a variable speed pump with a 
Frese OPTIMA PIBCV, relative to the same system fitted with a constant 
speed pump and manual balancing valves. Furthermore return water 
temperatures were guaranteed as the system remained 
dynamically balanced at all load conditions.

On top of the dramatic savings in pump electrical energy consumption, 
the effect of maximising ΔT improves efficiency of the chillers. It is also 
very important to maintain a high ΔT in efficient heating systems in 
order for boilers to work in condensing mode.

In a cooling system, the cost to operate the chillers can typically account 
for as much 40% of the energy use, but their efficient operation is often 
impaired due to elevated return temperatures caused by overflows in 
variable systems or blending of supply and return water. 

In a heating system the heat losses from lengthy return pipe work can 
be minimised if the return temperature is maintained as low as possible. 
Pressure independent balancing & control valves maintain system 
design ΔT at all load conditions.

China
Frese A/S
Rm.803, No.27, Lane 555,
Wuyi Road, Chengning District,
Shanghai, China
Post Code : 200050
Tel: +86 15801991174

Turkey
Frese Eurasia Dis Ticaret LTD.STI.,  
Istanbul Deri Ve Endustri Serbest Bolgesi, Z. 
Kursun Caddesi No:9 Tuzla, Turkey
Tel: +90 216 580 93 60     


